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OUR PURPOSE

To catalyse an enriched future for all.
Palladium is in the business of
making the world a better place,
and we believe that collaborative
models and systemic approaches
are the way to achieve progress and
success.
It’s no longer enough to pursue social
progress or commercial growth.
In fact, we don’t believe you can
have one without the other. When
you have both, that’s what we call
“Positive Impact”.
For the past 55 years, we’ve helped
our clients to see the world as
interconnected – by formulating
strategies, building partnerships,
mobilising capital, and implementing
programs that have a lasting social
and financial impact.
The future demands new thinking,
new approaches, and new solutions.
With a global network operating in
over 90 countries, we believe in a
better world, and we work to make it
possible.
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OUR CLIENTS

Governments, corporations, and investors need to work together with communities and civil
society, and we have half a century of experience working with each.
Businesses
Palladium helps leaders increase their bottom line through sustainable and profitable business
strategies. Businesses operate in a complex ecosystem, and the only way to ensure long-term
success is by linking social, environmental and financial results. We work at the intersection of
commercial growth and social progress, because we know that working toward the greater
good creates the greatest opportunity.
Donors/Bilaterals
Palladium is a leading implementer of international development programs. Working in over 90
countries and across a broad range of sectors, we offer donor agencies a balance of global
scale with local knowledge and in-house technical expertise. Aid is a critical component of
our shared pursuit of the Sustainable Development Goals, and we bring our knowledge of the
private sector to bear in designing solutions that use aid to spark lasting social and economic
development.
Governments
Palladium works with governments around the world to make transformational change possible
across regions and countries. We combine the rigour of private sector strategy execution with
our deep understanding of development fundamentals to create more efficient governments
and lasting social progress.
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OUR RESPONSE TO INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure is the foundation of an inclusive society,
helping to reduce poverty and improve lives. Investment
in infrastructure is linked directly to economic growth
and citizens’ quality of life, and can mean the difference
between resilience and catastrophe when faced with a
crisis.
Palladium Infrastructure advises, facilitates, and delivers
capital solutions to meet infrastructure needs at the
community, national, and regional level.
Our business model ensures that we can deploy
resources immediately, whilst our experience allows
us to manage rapidly changing situations, implement
innovative modular solutions, and provide long lasting
capital infrastructure, designed and built to fit local
conditions and contexts.
Whether taking on a long-term program or responding
to a sudden-onset disaster or emergency, we provide a
holistic approach to meet the needs of our clients and
the communities they serve.

“Our COVID-19 response
requires investment to
support national resilience
and improve economic
recovery.”
Brad Richardson

Head of Palladium Infrastructure

Our clients are facing significant challenges, including:
•

Difficult Geopolitical Climate

•

Increased Demand for Sustainable Investment

•

Social and Environmental Safeguards

•

Impacts from Climate Change

•

Funding Constraints

•

COVID-19 and Future Pandemics

Our industry experts understand these important issues
and are focused on collaboration to maximise the
benefits, both economic and social, from any investment.
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Palladium Infrastructure combines leading
development expertise with a sound understanding
of how to advise on and deliver infrastructure
projects locally.

GLOBAL STRENGTH.
REGIONAL KNOWLEDGE.
INDUSTRY SPECIALISATION.
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We aspire to create positive impact – economically,
socially, and environmentally – and employ and
develop the best people in their fields to achieve this.
We value our peoples’ expertise, just as we value
that of our clients. We believe in the power of
collaboration through high-performing teams.
We are innovative and operate with initiative and
integrity.
Through our global strength, combined with our local
knowledge and specific industry understanding, we
have the diversity of skills to advise and deliver on
projects and programs holistically.
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OUR SECTORS

Aviation

Healthcare

Civic & Public

Environment & Communities

Our knowledge and experience
working on major international
airports, airfields, and ancillary aviation
infrastructure is broad. In partnership
with our logistics team, we have
practical experience supporting
humanitarian efforts to service some
of the most difficult-to-reach places on
the planet.

COVID-19 has brought a sharp
focus to the state of the sovereign
nations’ healthcare systems around
the globe. Our team brings over 20
years of experience building tertiary
hospitals, community health clinics,
rapid deployment medic units,
prefabricated/modular facilities, and
pandemic response facilities. Large
or small, we can assist with health
service and facility planning, total
project management, and workforce
planning from inception through
to equipment procurement and
commissioning.

Good governance and law and order
are pivotal to the success of a stable
community. We have a strong track
record in delivering Rule of Law
programs that often require the full
suite of policing and legal facilities.
We have delivered many other civic
projects such as convention centres,
libraries, city halls, swimming pools,
and public domains.

We are committed to building and
creating environmentally sustainable
communities around the world.
Whether it be memorials from a
troubled past to place making
infrastructure we see the importance
of linking the built form to the cultural
heritage and future aspirations.

We understand the complexity of
delivering projects with a high impact
on operations and the challenges of
working airside.
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OUR SECTORS

Defence & National Security

Education

Disaster Response

Road, Rail & Ports

Our security-cleared team is versed
in delivering some of the most
important strategic assets for our
national governments. Whether
new infrastructure to support a new
capability or a general base upgrade,
we can assemble the right team of
experts to bring the most leading
edge understanding of this rapidly
changing industry. In partnership with
our Logistics team, we are also able
to support the rapid development of
garrison facilities or training exercise
structures in some of the most remote
parts of the world.

The global education revolution has
seen a rapid expansion of high quality,
varying modality facilities in both urban
and community-based environments.
We have worked on facilities including
universities, schools, and conference
training centres, particularly in very
remote Pacific island locations.

Palladium responds to many of the
world’s largest disasters and Palladium
Infrastructure supports these efforts
with rapid deployment of Project
Mangers and Engineers to bolster our
humanitarian efforts.

A good transport network is critical for
a society to function. Palladium has
the expertise and experience to advise
and deliver economic and social
infrastructure projects and programs
that often dramatically improve the
communities they serve. Whether a
highway, rail line or port facility, we
can brief, analyse, design, and deliver
outcomes that have a positive impact.
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OUR SERVICES

We provide specialty advisory services that set programs or projects up for success, and independent advice on strategic assignments.
Advisory:
•

Economic Benefits Analysis

•

Financial Feasibility and Business Case Development

•

Services and Facility Planning

•

Program Management Office Setup

•

Social Safeguarding, Gender & Inclusion Planning

•

Transaction and Procurement Management

•

Coaching, Training, and Development

Delivery:
•

Project Direction

•

Program Office Management

•

Project Control Systems

•

Project Management

•

Construction Management

•

Construction Training and Supervision

Every project presents challenges, whether logistical, budgetary, social, or otherwise. At Palladium Infrastructure, we anticipate these challenges and
meet them head on. We take a fresh, pragmatic approach to programs, and provide infrastructure advice and delivery services.
Our comprehensive suite of advisory and delivery services means clients can rest assured that they are in safe hands throughout any stage of the
project lifecycle. We analyse every project and deliver bespoke services tailored to the specific challenge or assignment.
Drawing on our global reach and local resource talent pool, we manage our programs and projects with confidence within agreed timeframes, cost
constraints, and social parameters.
We do all of this within the traditional development industry parameters of doing no harm and improving the social mobility of every community in
which we work.
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For more information please contact:
Brad.Richardson@thepalladiumgroup.com
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thepalladiumgroup.com
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